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Dear Authors,
The 2019 SRF-Reproduction Prize will be awarded at Fertility 2020, to celebrate and distinguish
excellence in reproductive biology research. The prize recognises the best research published in
SRF’s journal Reproduction. Further information about the prize can be found here.
We are delighted to inform you that following an extensive assessment process by the
Reproduction Editorial Board, your author group has been selected as the winner of this prize.
This award is for your paper ‘Long-term exposure to very low doses of bisphenol S affects
female reproduction’ published in Reproduction in July 2018.
We hope that you will accept this award on behalf of the Society for Reproduction and Fertility.
The award is made to the whole author group and each author will receive a certificate. One
author is invited to attend Fertility 2020 in Edinburgh, UK, with travel, registration and 3 nights’
accommodation covered by SRF. As SRF aims to support reproductive scientists in the early
stages of their career, we ask that the first author attends wherever possible. Though we are only
able to cover costs of attendance for one member of the winning author group, we would be
delighted to welcome other members of the group to the conference. The first author will present
your work in a dedicated award session in the Fertility programme, on Wednesday 8th January
2020 from 17:50 – 18:20. If you are not current members of SRF, all authors will receive 1 years’
complimentary membership.
I should be grateful if you could confirm your acceptance of the award and that the first author
will be attending the Fertility 2020 conference to accept the award certificates and present your
work. Following your acceptance we will make details of this award publicly available and will
assist with arrangements for attendance.
Congratulations! We very much hope that you will continue to choose Reproduction when
publishing your research.

Yours sincerely

Professor Colin Duncan
SRF Council Chair

Professor Richard Lea
SRF Programme Secretary

Dr Greg Fitzharris
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Professor Chris Price
Co-Editor-in-Chief

